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AdvISERPYRO is an Amplicon Identification tool using SparsE Representation of PYROsequencing signal.

**Usage**

```
AdvISERPYRO(signaltest, dictionary, L1, L2, SCT)
```

**Arguments**

- `signaltest`: Testing pyrosequencing signal of length n. Each element of this signal corresponds to a peak height. The length of the signal (n) is therefore equal to the number of dispensated nucleotides.
- `dictionary`: Representative dictionary that include at least one signal (of length n) for each potential amplicon.
- `L1`: L1-norm penalty of the regression model used within AdvISERPYRO.
- `L2`: L2-norm penalty of the regression model used within AdvISERPYRO.
- `SCT`: Significant Contribution Threshold. Any amplicon having a contribution to the testing signal lower than the SCT is removed. A high value of SCT (>2) tends therefore to produce a sparse set of amplicons.

**Value**

A dataframe with 3 columns and 1 line for each amplicon that was identified in the signal by AdvISERPYRO. The first column gives the name of the amplicon while the second column gives its corresponding contribution and the third column give a reliability index of the global identification (R). This index corresponds to the correlation between the n predicted values of the penalized regression model and the n values of the pyrosequenced signal. An R index close to 1 indicates therefore a reliable identification.

**References**


**Dictionary**

A example of representative dictionary

**Description**

The dictionary includes 34 atoms corresponding to 10 distinct amplicons. Each atom is a pyrosequencing signal with 26 values.

**Usage**

```
data(dictionary)
```
**signal1**

**Format**

A data frame with 26 (n = length of the signal) observations and 34 variables (p = number of atoms).

**Examples**

```r
data(signal1)
data(dictionary)
AdvISERPYRO(signaltest=signal1,dictionary=dictionary,L1=0.05,L2=0,SCT=2)
```

---

**signal2**

*Testing pyrosequencing signal of a Single Amplicon Sample*

**Usage**

```r
data(signal1)
```

**Examples**

```r
data(signal1)
data(dictionary)
AdvISERPYRO(signaltest=signal1,dictionary=dictionary,L1=0.05,L2=0,SCT=2)
```

---

**signal2**

*Testing Pyrosequencing signal of a Multiple Amplicon Sample*

**Usage**

```r
data(signal2)
```

**Examples**

```r
data(signal2)
data(dictionary)
AdvISERPYRO(signaltest=signal2,dictionary=dictionary,L1=0.05,L2=0,SCT=2)
```
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